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connexion—the psycho-physical problem- - is an insoluble
mystery. Philosophers have put forward various theories, all
fascinating, but none capable of proof, There arc those who
believe that mind and matter are two different ultimate
realities; they are therefore labelled dualists. Some of them
are content to state that the mind and the brain work in
parallel grooves, and put forward what is known as the doctrine
of psycho-physical parallelism; but this amounts to little more
than a statement of the problem. Other dualists, in spite of
difficulties, stoutly maintain that the two interact with />ne
another in an intricate way, that the one sphere of reality is
continually intersecting the other; and this theory of inter-
action is defended to-day by certain philosophers whose
opinions must be listened to with respect.
On the other hand, there are those who postulate only one
ultimate reality and are therefore called xnonists. They put
forward what is known as the identity hypothesis, stating that,
in the last resort, mind and matter must be identical. Of course,
the monists differ widely among themselves, some believing
that the ultimate reality is mental, others that it Is material,
and others that it is something beyond both mind and matter
as we know them. An interesting modern development
in connexion with this problem is the present tendency in
physics to discard the notion of matter, and to express every-
thing in terms of symbols, offering no opinion as to what the
symbols stand for. Some seem to believe that the reality
behind the symbols of physical science rnay be the very
stuff of our consciousness. A fruitful notion is to talk not
of body and mind, but of the body-mind or the mind-body.
This emphasizes the fact that our concern is with the organism
as we find it, and not exclusively with either its mental or its
material aspect. Body and mind may well be mere entities
created by our thought—that is to say, hypostatizations, having
no existence independently of one another. All such specula-
tions as to the nature of body and mind and their connexion
with one another are of profound interest and importance to the
student of philosophy, but the educational psychologist may,
with a good conscience, leave them to his leisure moments.

